The advantages and disadvantages of Java for scientific programming are explored through the development of a Java applet for computational electromagnetics ͑JACE͒. Due to the complexity of systems modeled by computational electromagnetics, JACE is a good measure of performance for scientific programming. Java's integration of graphics capabilities and numerical computations facilitates the development of graphical simulations and user interfaces. Further, Java's object-oriented architecture and absence of pointers provide enhanced program flexibility and traceability, decreasing development time.
INTRODUCTION
The use of Java for scientific programming is a fairly unexplored realm, as Java has been used primarily for interactive graphical user interface ͑GUI͒ components for the aesthetic appeal and increased functionality of Web pages. However, these capabilities and more can be exploited by the scientific community. For instance, well-understood GUI components such as pull-down menus and scrollbars can greatly simplify and provide enhanced manageability for code input, while Java's graphics library provides easily added visual enhancements of the code output.
These graphics components are not new to the scientific programming community. Graphics libraries, as well as utilities such as Python, can be implemented as front-end interfaces with standard programming languages to provide graphics interactivity.
1 What is new, however, is a language for which computations, graphics, networking, database connectivity, etc. are contained in a single language. This is Java, a platform-independent object-oriented language, which promises ''write once, run anywhere'' functionality. Additionally, the sophisticated, easy-to-use, programming development environments ͑PDEs͒ currently available for Java can dramatically decrease the design time for coding. 2 High-quality software-development environments have largely gone ignored in academic research settings.
Java does face some challenges in the scientific computing arena. For example, the run-time performance of Java, at least at the time of the writing of this article, does not compare well to the performance of standard programming languages, such as Fortran, C, or Cϩϩ. 3 The runtime performance of Java, though, is rapidly improving. The introduction of just-in-time ͑JIT͒ compilers, improved Java virtual machines, and the promise of hardware specifically designed for Java bytecode execution are some examples of the large volume of activity that is targeting Java run-time execution improvements. To see the impact of one of these technologies on run-time performance, one can go to http://www.netlib.org/benchmark/linpackjava/ timings_list.html. This website has a comprehensive list of various architectures running the well-known Linpack benchmarks with and without JIT compilation. If other optimization approaches are as fruitful as JIT technologies have been, Java will overcome its performance problems. The focus of this article is on the advantages and disadvantages of using Java for scientific programming. Through the design of a computational electromagnetics code, the ability of Java to handle large-scale computations is examined, and Java's inherent multiprocessing capabilities, integrated graphics library, and network-based architecture are discussed.
I. APPROACH
The capability of Java for scientific programming is explored through the development of JACE, a Java Applet for Computational Electromagnetics. Computational electromagnetics ͑CEM͒ is used to model such complex systems as electromagnetic backscattering and wave transmission from antennas. Due to the large grid-size requirements and complexity of these systems, a large number of floatingpoint operations is required for the analysis. And, because of the time it takes to perform these operations in serial, it is desirable to be able to do them in parallel. The ability of Java to meet the demands of CEM thus provides a good measure of the performance of Java for scientific programming.
There are several methods in existence for CEM, such a͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: jared@mit.edu as the method of moments, finite element, and geometric theory of diffraction. However, the finite-difference timedomain ͑FDTD͒ method has the widest range of applications. 4, 5 Besides being much simpler to understand and implement than other methods, the FDTD method is able to effectively model complex geometries and most material types. This allows for a broad range of capabilities: the ability to model diverse stimuli, such as radar, lasers, electromagnetic pulse, and lightning, from a diverse array of systems, such as aerosols, aircraft, humans, and satellites.
The FDTD method is employed here, and the corresponding program, JACE, can be found at http:// www.personal.psu.edu/lnl/fdtd/. The PC version of Netscape Navigator 3.0 or higher is recommended. Problems with priority tasking and the ''ParamPanel'' class object ͑discussed later͒ have been reported on other browsers and virtual machines. Such problems are to be expected at this point due to the rapid evolution of Java.
II. FDTD METHOD
Before discussing the use of Java for the development of a CEM code, we briefly summarize the finite-difference timedomain method. 4, 5 The basis for the FDTD method are Maxwell's equations, which depend on four constitutive parameters of the material: the conductivity , the magnetic conductivity *, the permittivity , and the permeability ⑀. We solve for six unknowns: Ex, Ey, Ez, Hx, Hy, and Hz. Implementation of the FDTD method for electromagnetic backscattering requires five main steps:
͑1͒ define the problem space cell size; ͑2͒ construct the target object; ͑3͒ define the size of the time step; ͑4͒ analytically specify the incident field; ͑5͒ perform the computation on the scattered field ͑with boundary conditions͒.
The problem space and the geometry of the target object are constructed in Yee cells with dimensions of no more than 1/10 the wavelength of the incident field. 6 Although building the object in Yee cells does produce some staircasing of the geometry, accurate modeling is possible by minimizing the dimensions of the Yee cells. The time step is chosen as the smallest cell dimension divided by the product of the speed of light and the square root of 3 ͑for cubical problem spaces͒, thereby satisfying the Courant stability condition. Analytical specification of the incident field, the fourth step, is a key advantage of the FDTD method, and here a Gaussian pulse is used. This allows one to investigate a wide range of frequencies simultaneously. For the last step, to account for outer-radiation-boundary effects, a second-order Liao boundary condition is employed.
The run time of the algorithm is dependent on the dimensions of the 3D problem space and the speed of the computer on which the code runs. For N cells in the problem space, 6 components per cell ͑Ex, Ey, Ez, Hx, Hy, Hz͒, 10 operations per component, and T time steps, the run time is approximately 60ϫNϫT divided by the speed ͑floating point operations per second͒ of the machine. 4 Figure 1 displays the serial flow of the algorithm.
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF JAVA
The advantages and disadvantages of Java for scientific programming were realized through the authors' experience designing the FDTD computational electromagnetics code. These are discussed in terms of Java's architecture, integrated graphics library, and network capability.
IV. ARCHITECTURE
Java is an object-oriented programming ͑OOP͒ language and offers all the advantages that OOP languages provide. OOP permits the creation of template objects, called classes, through which other objects can inherit behaviors and attributes. The resultant ''family tree'' of objects promotes flexibility and traceability. While Cϩϩ is similar in this context, the two languages possess several differences, although a comprehensive comparison of these two languages is beyond the scope of this article. One thing, however, that deserves discussion here is the fact that Java, unlike Cϩϩ, does not have an explicit pointer type. Instead of pointers, Java uses implicit references. This feature proved quite beneficial for the FDTD code because it reduced the need for direct traceability, which is required by pointers, and which can be quite cumbersome for complex coding. Implicit referencing made the code much easier to develop, since the program involved a large amount of message passing between functions, classes, and interactive GUI components.
Although some people criticize Java's limitations in program/application-level memory management, the time saved in program development and debugging is substantial. In an academic software-development setting, one could argue that code maintainability is as important as raw application performance ͑relating to memory management͒. Ownership of code development and maintenance tasks changes hands frequently in this environment. If the latency inherent in developer turnover is taken into account, the time saved during each turnover may actually compete with time saved because of sophisticated memory management 
V. INTEGRATED GRAPHICS LIBRARY
The object-oriented architecture of Java, when combined with the integrated graphics library inherent in Java, can be very powerful. After learning and adopting OOP qualities for the numerical simulations, the programmer can easily create unique GUI components that inherit the properties of baseline components. Adding such components does not require learning a separate graphics library or program. An example of this feature is displayed in Fig. 2 . As illustrated, the ''ParamPanel'' class is simply an extension of the Java ''Panel'' class. The Scrollbar class, native to Java, is fairly limiting. ParamPanel provides the extended functionality of displaying the slider-bar value, and of allowing the slider bar to increment in real numbers as opposed to strictly integers. Figure 3 compares these two GUIs.
The integrated graphics library can significantly reduce the learning curve for new programmers, contributing to rapid software development. For example, the first author was a novice Java programmer at the time this project began. However, once the OOP and language features of Java were understood, implementing the GUIs was simple. The first author was not required to learn a separate graphics package or to understand how to interface that package with a language he had only recently learned.
Additionally, the fact that the graphics library is integrated with the Java application programming interface ͑API͒ gives the programmer full control over the event handling of the GUIs. The developer, with just a few lines of code in the handleEvent class function ͑native to the API͒, can design for an indefinite number of potential events to occur when some action occurs within the GUI component. This gives the programmer control of message passing initiated by user interaction with the GUIs, especially when the GUIs have been uniquely designed by the programmer, such as the ''ParamPanel'' class. The integration of these interfaces for each of these actions is not required, and provides simplicity for a program using a large number of interactive graphical components. Figure 4 displays a JACE code fragment that illustrates the integration of graphics abilities and numerical computation.
VI. NETWORK DISTRIBUTION
A particularly attractive feature of the Java language is that its programs can be distributed over the Internet in packages known as applets. 7 Facilitated by Java's platform independence, this worldwide distribution elicits a large audience, which can be extremely beneficial for beta testing, or, simply, for basic feedback on the code ͑and conveniently allowing readers of this article immediately to access JACE͒. In fact, many of the bugs discovered in this FDTD Java program were due to World Wide Web user feedback.
Another benefit of this model of software distribution is that collaborators and students can easily share resources. Those who want the software simply download it and run it on their own hardware. There is no need for cumbersome computer and disk-space account creation between institutions, organizations, and departments to facilitate the sharing.
This feature can also be valuable for educational reasons. For example, basic scientific principles can be visually represented through graphical, interactive, worldwideavailable Java applets, thus providing a virtual form of ''hands-on'' experience. An example of this is The Java Virtual Wind Tunnel, a two-dimensional computationalfluid-dynamics simulation, found at http://raphael.mit.edu/ Java/. Java is, arguably, an excellent language for networked computers. As a result, through Java, the network becomes the computer. This key point is further discussed in Sec. IX. 
VII. JAVA'S PROGRAMMING-DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
The sophisticated PDEs currently available for Java make code development easy. This project used Symantec Café version 1.0, 2 displayed in Fig. 5 , which includes a just-intime compiler, significantly expediting execution of the code. With features such as native API classes' appearing in distinct print and the visualization of class hierarchies, the visual PDE is to code development what a word processor is to documentation. It is extremely beneficial for traceability and manageability. Further, the debugging features of the PDE facilitate code development. For example, if a code is compiled with errors, clicking on the error statement immediately takes the programmer to the section in the code in which the error occurred. Furthermore, Symantec Café provides a visual debugger, making the design process that much easier. Such a user-friendly programming development environment significantly decreases the time required for code development.
VIII. GRAPHICS DISPLAY FOR THE FDTD CODE
Utilizing the Java FDTD code is simple. As mentioned earlier, a significant advantage of Java is the ͑GUI͒ components it has available. 2 Instead of having to change input parameters within the code itself, as in Fortran and C, the user can manipulate sliders, buttons, and menus. Figure 6 displays the initial window presented to the user. Notice that material types can be specified for both the main body and for a 1-cm shell surrounding the body. This feature can be used to analyze the radar-absorption capabilities of various surface coverings. If no shell is desired, both material types are specified as the same. After selecting the desired parameters, the user clicks on the submit button. This action manipulates the input to calculate a number of other parameters required for the main code, such as the time step, incident amplitudes of the electric and magnetic field, and the maximum frequency that can be modeled. Figure 7 displays the pop-up window that appears after clicking the submit button. From this window, the user begins the main computation, and the status of the computation is indicated by a progress bar. Once the computation has been completed, an animation of the scattered electromagnetic field can be viewed, and the radar cross section versus the azimuthal angle phi can be plotted. Figure 8 displays the animation at a specific time step, while Fig. 9 illustrates the plot of radar cross section ͑RCS͒ versus phi for the sphere. The ability of the code to model the RCS of the target object allows the user to experiment with different body materials and shell materials to analyze their radar reflectivity. 5 This becomes particularly useful in the modeling of airfoils, especially when applied to stealth technology.
JACE has been expanded to allow for electromagnetic computations about an airfoil geometry. Figure 10 displays the window the user is presented with for modeling an airfoil. The program permits the user to select any four-digit National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics ͑NACA͒ airfoil, a serial code that specifies such parameters as the width and camber of the airfoil. Because not only the size of the target object can be modified, but the geometry as well, the user may wish to view the airfoil before it is submitted for computation. This can be performed by clicking on the Display button in the control panel. This feature can be particularly useful ͑in and of itself͒ in the field of education, allowing students to modify certain airfoil parameters and providing a visual display of the effect on the geometry. Figure 11 shows the pop-up window that displays the airfoil. Current graphics capabilities of Java and Virtual Reality Modeling Language ͑VRML͒ only allow two-dimensional modeling, and so the user must select the appropriate 2D viewing plane before the parameters are submitted. Because the problem space is modeled in Yee cells, the animation is also displayed in Yee cells. Magnitudes of the electric and magnetic fields at each grid point are assigned a specific red-blue-green color-index value. As a result, the number of different color squares ͑after some averaging to reduce memory requirements has been performed͒ is approximately equal to the number of Yee cells in the 2D cross section. For problem spaces with a small number of cells, the animation, like the target geometry, appears coarse. Figure 8 displays a snapshot from an animation frame of a 10 cell diameter sphere in a 20ϫ20 ϫ20 cell problem space.
IX. FUTURE PLANS FOR THE FDTD JAVA CODE
At the time JACE was designed, the message-passing feature of Java was not well developed. As a result, JACE was written in serial. However, Java possesses significant potential for parallel computing. Java's inherent understanding of networks and multithreading makes it suitable for hybrid, scalable forms of parallel processing. Java is, by nature, designed to utilize the largest network in the world, the World Wide Web, and can therefore run jobs in parallel on separate processors ͑single CPU hosts or symmetric multiprocessors͒ within the network. This means that, instead of requiring a large array of processors to be housed in one location, the processors can be distributed throughout the world. One example of Java's parallel computing capabilities can be found at http://www.javaworld.com/ javaworld/jw-01-1997/jw-01-dampp.html. This Web site demonstrates a distributed applet massively parallel process ͑DAMPP͒ by performing a ray-tracing computation. The program uses Java's networking features to allow the computations to run in parallel on multiple machines connected to the World Wide Web.
Geoffrey Fox ͑Syracuse University͒ has done extensive work on networkability and parallelism. 8 Fox has given numerous lectures on the use of Java for parallel computing and scientific computing.
9,10 Fox argues that Java is an ideal language for these processes ͑even more attractive than Fortan 77/90͒, sharing the object-oriented features of Cϩϩ and the performance features of Fortran. And, just as Fortran and Cϩϩ have been extended to HPF and HPCϩϩ for data-parallel performance, so Java may be similarly expanded ͑perhaps to HP Java͒. 11 Fox and his consortium feel that with the new complex architectures expected for future high-performance ͑petaflops͒ computers, Java may emerge as the dominant language for scientific and engineering computation.
Although this FDTD code was designed in serial, a parallel design is proposed that utilizes Java's distributedobject parallel-processing system. Figure 1 displays the serial architecture of the FDTD method. FDTD is an explicit time-marching algorithm, and so it can be easily parallelized using three-dimensional domain decomposition and message-passing routines. 5 We could also modify the present code to perform the computations for Ex, Ey, Ez in parallel. These may be synchronized, and a second phase of the computation may begin simultaneously computing Hx, Hy, Hz, and the Laio boundary condition. Once each of the processes has been completed, a final step in which the far zone field is saved, and, in parallel, the E and H magnitudes are computed, may be performed.
X. SUMMARY
The experiences associated with the design of JACE were positive, and Java's learning curve was not steep ͑although the first author was familiar with object-oriented programming͒. Further, the Symantec Café programming development environment made the design of JACE very comfortable. And, the JIT compiler included with the PDE allowed for quick execution.
As the Internet grows and Web publishing increases, so will the use of Java. Consequently, the base of Java programmers is expanding. The scientific community can take advantage of this growing market by using Java for scientific and engineering computations. Java's multiprocessing capabilities, integrated graphics library, and network-based architecture will provide significant benefits to the scientific community. As Java compilers continue to evolve, we believe that the performance times of Java programs will approach those of Fortran and C. Pioneering work is currently under way to optimize Java's parallel performance, which will allow a cluster of PCs to mimic a supercomputer.
